
This week we will continue looking at dealing with the opponents bidding after we have opened the
bidding. We’ll then look at a few other topics.

Last week we spent some time looking at a scheme for bidding after the opponents double the 
opening bid. The scheme I presented is a bit complicated and differs from the scheme I suggested 
for bidding after the opponents overcall the opening bid. It was not presented well. I have produced 
a note giving a better presentation and the note is on the bridge club website.

If the scheme seems to complicated for you, I suggest you use a simpler scheme, where you 
essentially ignore the double and bid as you would without the double. You have an extra bid 



available, the redouble, and I suggest you use it on a hand with 10+ HCP and no other  convenient 
bid. I also suggest use an artificial bid, 2NT, to show a hand with support for opener’s major suit 
that is too strong to invite game at the 3 level. This is the alternative to the method employed 
without the double where you show this hand by bidding a new suit first and later supporting 
opener’s suit. Usually this is fine without the double, but after the double there is a high chance the 
bidding may be at a high level when it gets back to you and you may not be able to show your 
support for opener’s major. It is also better to differentiate a hand worth playing in game in opener’s
suit because of strength (where you bid 2NT) rather than distribution (where you raise to game 
immediately).

In the first example, you would bid 2♣ if the opponent did not double. After the double, it is better 
to reserve this bid for a hand with 5+ clubs. You then don’t have a convenient bid and I suggest this 
is the sort of hand where you would redouble showing 10+ HCP. Note this bid denies support for 
opener’s major.

In the second example, you have a perfectly normal 2♣ bid available and this is what you should do.

In the third example, you would bid 2NT without the double. If you are using 2NT to show a hand 
with a fit for opener’s suit and too strong for a raise, you can’t bid 2NT after the double. You should
instead redouble and later bid NT.

The fourth example is a hand where you would bid 2NT after the opponent’s double, showing a 
hand with heart support, but too strong to raise to the 3 level. This is forcing to game and your 
partner may make moves towards slam with the appropriate hand.



We now consider how we bid after the opponents overcall our partner’s 1NT opening.

This is similar to bidding after our partner overcalls the opponent’s opening bid with 1NT. In both 
cases our partner has about the same number of HCP (15-17 when our partner opens 1NT compared
with 16-18 when our partner overcalls. In both cases, the opponents have bid a suit. We should bid 
more or less the same way in oth situations.

This is the recipe we used when bidding after our partner overcalled the opponent’s opening bid 
with 1NT.



This is the recipe I suggest following when the opponents overcall our partner’s 1NT opening bid. It
is very similar to the last slide.

Again I suggest you forget about Stayman and transfers and revert to natural bids. You can pass if 
you don’t want to compete. A double is for penalties when you think you will get your best score 
there. A bid at the 2 level is competitive, non-forcing and shows a 5 card suit. A bid at the 3 level is 
forcing to game and again shows a 5 card suit. 2NT is Lebensohl and allows you to compete at the 3
level in a suit that ranks lower than the opponent’s suit. Opener must bid 3♣ and you can eitherpass 
or correct to 3♦. A cue bid in the opponent’s suit is game forcing (9+ HCP) and shows at least one 
four card major.

Lebensohl can be extended to allow you to invite game in a major suit, higher in rank than the 
opponent’s suit, or to indicate whether you have a stopper in the opponent’s suit. These extensions 
are useful but not esential as they add extra complications that may be forgotten.



In the first example, responder competes by bidding 2♠. Opener is not encouraged to bid further 
unless the opponents bid again and hw/she feels raising to the 3 level is the optimal action.

In the second example, responder is strong enough to bid game. The 3♠ bid shows a 5 card suit and 
opener will bid either 3NT (without support) or raise to game with support.

In the third and fourth example, responder bids game in spades. The bid could be based on a hand 
with 9+ HCP and a 6 card suit or a weak distributional hand with a lot of spades.

In the first example, responder bids 2NT and will pass opener’s forced 3♣ bid. 

In the second example, responder bids 2NT, but will convert opener’s forced 3♣ bid to 3♦.



The third and fourth examples illustrate the extended Lebensohl. Ignore these if you do not intend 
using the extensions.

In the third example, responder bids 2NT, but after opener’s forced 3♣ response, buts 3♠, a higher 
ranking suit than the opponent’s overcall. This invites game, either in spades or NT. Opener passes 
with minimum values.

In the fourth example, responder  bids 2NT, but after opener’s forced 3♣ response, buts 3NT. This 
shows sufficient strength for 3NT and a stopper in the opponent’s suit.

In the first example, opener doubles 2♥, to play there, because this is likely to give the best score. 
The opponents are very unlikely to make 2♥ when we have 24+ HCP and 6+ hearts including QJ. 
We may or may not be able to make 3NT.

In the second example, responder cue bids their suit, showing 9+ HCP and 4 spades. Opener bids 
3NT with only 2 or 3 spades or 4♠ with 4 spades.

In the third example, responder has the values for 3NT and bids it. Note that if you are playing the 
extended version of Lebensohl, this bid denies a stopper in the opponent’s suit. You would show a 
stopper by bidding 2NT first, then 3NT next.

The fourth example illustrates extended Lebensohl. Ignore this if you do not intend using the 
extensions. Responder first bids 2NT and then cue bids the opponent’s suit (after opener’s forced 
3♣ bid) to show a 4 card major and a stopper in the opponent’s suit.



Now suppose your RHO doubles your partner’s 1NT opening. You are unlikely to have much and 
unless you have a 5 card suit, I suggest you pass, even if very weak. With a 5 card suit, I suggest 
you bid it at the 2 level (no Stayman or transfers). If you have more HCP than expected (8+ HCP), 
you could redouble or, with a long suit and distributional hand, bid your suit at the 3 level (forcing).

In the first example, you rae very weak. However, 2♣ will almost score better than 1NT. Your 
partner should not bid again.

In the second example, you have 5 hearts. Bid 2♥. Don’t decide to stick it out in 1NT because you 
know you have more HCP than they do. You would have bid 2♥ without the double because it is 
safer than 1NT, so do so with the double.



In the third example, you have a very weak hand and no 5 card suit. Just pass. It is possible you may
find a fit if you bid, but it will usually take you from bad to worse. Your LHO is also weak and, 
with a long suit, may bid and you are out of trouble.

In the fourth example, you are strong enough to redouble. With two five card suits, there is a strong 
chance the opponents may have a long suit they can run against you in 1NT. You are also very 
likely to be able to make game in spades or hearts and I suggest you bid 3♠ (forcing). Your 
opponents may have made a bad mistake in doubling 1NT and you may be able to score better in 
1NT XX, but you will feel pretty silly if you go down with 4♠ an easy make.

Now we will go back to looking at a couple of sequences where the opponents open the bidding and
we bid a two suited hand.. 

For many players, bidding 2♠ over the opponent’s 1♠ is not a possible bid. However, it is a good 
idea  to give this a useful meaning. In the early days of bridge, this showed a very strong hand 
(game forcing). It doesn’t happen very often. I suggest using Michael’s Cue Bids. 



Here a bid in the opponent’s suit shows a two suited hand (at least 5-5) and 8-12 HCP. Over 1♣ or 
1♦, it is the major suits. Over 1♥ or 1♠, it is the other major and a minor (could be clubs or 
diamonds).

This is the choice of bids you have if your partner makes a Michael’s Cue Bid. You can bid your 
partner’s major (at whatever level you think appropriate) and your partner should pass. You can bid 
2NT if the opponent’s suit is a major and your partner will bid their minor suit. You can bid 2NT 
invitational to 3NT if the opponent’s suit is a minor and you do not have a fit for either major suit. 
You can bid 3NT to play there.  You could bid a minor suit, ignoring your partner’s long suits, to
 play in that suit. You can cue bid the opponent’s suit yourself to show a strong hand with slam 
interest.



The Unusual No Trump complements Michael’s Cue Bid. This is a jump in NT that couldn’t 
sensibly be to play. For example, bidding 2NT over the opponent’s bid at the one level. It shows a 
two suited hand (at least 5-5), 8-12 HCP. The suits are the lower ranking unbid suits. Over 1♥ or 1♠,
it shows the minor suits. Over 1♣  or 1♦, it shows hearts and the other minor.

If your partner bids the Unusual No Trump, your responses are similar to those after a Michael’s 
Cue Bid. (Bid one of your partner’s suits to play there, bid another suit to paly there, bid 3NT to 
play there or cue bids the opponent’s suit with slam interest).

Now for another change of subject.

There are a number of different meanings of the word “points” in bridge. We talk of HCP or TP or 
distributional points used to help value your hand. When we bid to a contract and make a certain 



number of tricks, we score a number of points. I’ll call these “scoring points”. For example, if we 
bid 1NT and make 8 tricks, we score 120 points. Finally there are match points. These are used to 
determine our position at the end of the sessions. On each hand, we score 2 match points for each 
pair where our scoring points exceeds their’s and 1 match point each time we tie. It is the number of
match points we get (or the ratio of the match points we get divided by the total match points 
available, expressed as a percentage) that determines our position at the end of the session.

The number of scoring points we get on a hand, given the contract and number of tricks made, is 
given on the table number cards and worked out by the computer . The way to calculate the scoring 
points is described on the web site https://www.nofearbridge.co.uk/acol/duplicate_scoring.pdf. 
Some of the frequent scores are listed in the table. Most making part score contracts score more 
than 100 points, while going down 2 not vulnerable or 1 vulnerable scores -100. As a result, you 
will score better even if you go down 1 or 2 (not vulnerable) in your contract than if the opponents 
bid and make most part score contracts.

We will be using this idea next week when we look at auctions where both sides are bidding and 
you want to decide whether to bid one more of your suit or let the opponents play in their suit.

https://www.nofearbridge.co.uk/acol/duplicate_scoring.pdf


Now for yet another change of subject.

Suppose your RHO bids 1♥ and you hold this hand. What do you bid?

You don’t have a 5 card suit or enough HCP to double so you pass. What fi the bidding continues as
in the second box. Do you pass and let the opponents play in 2♥ or do you bid something?



You are in the pass out position i.e. if you pass, 2♥ will be the final contract. I suggest that you can 
shade the requirements for bids in the pass out position if the hand is suitable. The opponents have 
stopped at the 2 level after finding a fit. They will probably have somewhere between 17 and 23 
HCP between them (with more, one or other player would try for game). This means that you and 
your partner have somewhere between 17 and 23 HCP between you. Your partner will have some 
values.

They have found a fit. We are likely to have one too. (We have at most 5 cards in their suit and 
thefore at least 21 cards in the other 3 suits. We could have 7 cards between us in each suit, but we 
are much more likely to have an 8 card fit. If I double now, we are likely to find that fit when our 
partner bids their best suit in response.

Our partner will know we don’t have full values for our double (or overcall if we had a long suit). 
This is because we didn’t bid on the previous round. Our partner will not overestimate our strength 
and bid up high. He/She will know our bidding is based on their presumed values.



There is some risk in doubling, but if we look at all the hands in this case we see it is the right thing 
to do. If I (East) pass, the opponents will make 8 tricks (-110 for us). If I double and West takes out 
to 2♠ and play there, we will ame it (+110 to us). The best they can do is bid 3♥ and go down (+50 
to us). We have improved our score by bidding in this particular pass out position. This is called 
“balancing”.

You need to discuss balancing with your partner to make sure they understand that you won’t have 
full values for your bid because, with full values, you would have bid on the previous round. When 
the opponents find a fit and stop at the 2 level, you know that your partner has some strength and 
are bidding those values for them.



The slide lists some possible outcomes of bidding or not bidding. Outcome 1 (-110) arises is you 
pass. The other outcomes are possible if you double. Outcomes 2, 3 and 4  are good for you. 
Outcome 5, where they bid to the 3 level and make it, gives them the same score they would have 
got if you had passed, instead of doubling, and you have lost nothing. Outcome 6 will be the only 
possible bad outcome if your score is -200 or worse.

Do not balance if the opponents have not found an 8 card fit as in the auction shown. Now you are 
less assured that you will have a fit and your opponents’ stopping at the 2 level may be based on this
lack of fit instead of lack of high cards.



Do  not balance with length and strength in the opponent’s suit. A holding of, say, KJ84 in their suit 
opposite your partner’s known singleton or void may produce a trick if  your side wins the contract, 
but will not have any value about half the time (not good value for 4 HCP). In addition, your 4 cards
in their suit will produce significant nuisance value for them if they wim the contract.

There are other situations where balancing is advised as a matter of course by teachers and experts. 
When responder passes, when advancer passes after an overcall or when a 1NT opening is passed 
and you are in the pass out position, it it likely that your side will have about the same strength as 
your opponents and bidding may be justified on reduced vaalues in your hand. This is on the basis 
of values you assume your partner has. However, these cases are not as clear cut as in the situation 
we just discussed and my suggestion is to shade requirements for your bid only slightly. This needs 
to be discussed with your partner, who should be aware you may be a bit below required strength 
for your bid. On the other hand, unlike the situation we just discussed, you may have full values for 
your bid and your partner may need to guess whether to raise your bid or not.


